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daily schedule 

CA/MP is organized around 2 daily ZOOM sessions:
morning session: 10:00 – 11:30 AM 

afternoon session: tinkering time! 2:00 – 3:00 PM

morning session is where you will do your introduction, ice breaker, project engagement, and project how to. 

afternoon session (which we will call tinkering time) will be more about working together as a group, working on projects, answering 
any outstanding questions from the day, and closing out. 

  
 how to set up your virtual CA/MP classroom
how to set up your space to bring the cj *fun* home:
oilcloth on your work surface to create a white, bright, and clear workspace for all project making.

brightly lit (lots of windows) space! focus on having light on your face rather than being back lit. natural lighting is preferable.

semi-noise free room with minimal outside distractions.

minimize visual distractions going on in your background.

wear your cj shirt or another bright colored shirt (profanity free!)

notes on tech: be prepared to use both your phone camera *as well as* your computer camera on zoom for optimal 
connection and views of the projects. make sure to mute the microphone on your phone to avoid feedback.
set up the phone in ring light tripod for overhead shots of the making station for project how-tos.

set up a computer so that it is focused on your face and you are able to keep kids engaged!

instruct ca/mpers to use speaker view or to pin your screen to see you as the biggest participant in the call. when using two screens 
(phone + computer) participants must *pin* the phone view to make it the biggest part of their screen.

take it slow! 
please speak slowly and clearly when speaking to students! take into account that there may be a lag in the wifi and internet connection!



ZOOM norms 
make sure that the following settings are in place before each ZOOM class meeting for the safety of our ca/mpers and the 
effectiveness of class:
Join Before Host - OFF
Require Password - ON
Mute Participants Upon Entry - ON
Chat - OFF
Private Chat - OFF
Screen Sharing - Host Only!
Virtual Backgrounds - OFF
Record Sessions - ON

notes on using the mute feature:
please mute all participants while you are talking. ca/mpers can unmute themselves to ask questions or raise their hands and you can 
unmute them when you call on them. 

during “tinkering time” in the afternoon, you can choose to keep students off of mute to create more of a laid back, project making, in-
person curious jane camp environment. 

how to keep your class engaged online
*always* start with an ice breaker game (as outlined in the curriculum).

make sure all students have a chance to say at least one thing per zoom session.

class participation is key! this is not school so make sure you bring as much of the curious jane camp vibe to class as possible! 

*always* close out the day with roses and thorns (or poopsicles and popsicles!)

keep it fun! curious jane is all about making cool things, the amazing connections, and of course, all of the fun! fun remains the number 
one rule of ca/mp!



Gadgets and gizmos and gears, oh my! To some, you are just a 

just a Curious Jane CA/MPer, but you know the truth that lies 

beneath the surface. What many people don’t know about you is 

that you are a master toy designer who has invented some of the 

most well known toys and games! You know what it means to 

turn trash to treasure and make something old and drab totally 

fun and fab. Bored in the house? Not you! You know how to turn 

any household item into a toy. From making new rules for a 

tired board game, to creating the coolest new toy on the market, 

you are one creative superstar inventor!

Game Time is all about creating, innovating, and making the 

best and coolest new toys! From games you can play in pairs, to 

inventions that you can use to keep yourself occupied for hours, 

this Game Time class isn’t for those who only like to play tic-tac-

toe. Designing toys is the most fun but also the hardest type of 

work. 

To make a game, a toy, something that whirrs, whizzes, and is of 

course, fun, is no easy task! From Activity Dice to Popsicle Stick 

Matching Games all the way to inventing toys for our new 

friends, this week is sure to be filled with toy invention fun. 

When making games it is important to always remember that 

there are no wrong moves, only fun to be had! So what are you 

waiting for? Time to strap on those toy inventor hats and get to 

work! We can’t wait to play away with you all week and see 

what incredible games you come up with! So let’s get started! 

Ready, set, make!

weekly storyline: game time
the following script is the storyline to introduce and kick-off the week. you can  find a pre-recorded video of this story in 
the curriculum dropbox. if you would prefer to act it out yourself for your ca/mpers – feel free! 



CJ Weekly Special
Scavenger Hunt 
to make a Toy for a Friend!

Time to make a friend and build a toy! This week, the 

weekly project will be all about building a toy for your 

new friend. By using the Game Time Scavenger Hunt 

Board as the guide, CA/MPers will spend a little bit of time 

each morning both scavenging for items and getting to 

know their new friends! On Monday, the first task will be 

to group the CA/MPers in pairs (or the occasional trio!). 

After they break out and get to know each other by filling 

out their Game Time partner questionnaire, they will 

pick *two* things on their scavenger hunt list to collect 

around their house. Each day, they will pick *two* new 

items from the list to add to their toy for their friend. By 

the end of the week, they will have collected all 10 items 

on their scavenger list and invented a toy (or maybe a 

few toys!) with their new friend as the client in mind. 

The CA/MPers can choose whichever two items from 

their scavenger hunt that they want to scavenge for per 

day. Tell them to try to use *all* of the items that they 

collect in their toy inventions but it is also okay if they 

can’t find a use for all 10! Give the CA/MPers time to work 

on their toys and scavenge for their items at the 

beginning of each morning session!

toy for a friend

curiousjane.fun

your name: 
 
your friend’s name:

 what is your favorite color?

what is your favorite thing to do in your free time?

what is your dream job?

if you could have one super or magical power  – what would it be?

what is one food that you *absolutely* can’t live without?



monday
choose 2 things from the scavenger hunt board and find them! 
incorporate them into your toy-for-a-friend design.

tuesday
choose 2 things from the scavenger hunt board and find them! 
incorporate them into your toy-for-a-friend design.

wednesday
choose 2 things from the scavenger hunt board and find them! 
incorporate them into your toy-for-a-friend design.

thursday
choose 2 things from the scavenger hunt board and find them! 
incorporate them into your toy-for-a-friend design.

friday
choose the last 2 things from the scavenger hunt board and find them! 
incorporate them into your toy-for-a-friend design.

week-long scavenger hunt 
for Toy-For-a-Friend! 
challenge your ca/mpers to try to use *all* of the items that they collect in their toy inventions! 
(but it’s also okay if they can’t find a use for all 10! )

 
each day, have the ca/mpers select 2 items from their scavenger hunt board and spend a minute finding the items! then use the 
remaining time to work on incorporating those materials into their Toy-for-a-Friend design.

scavenger hunt board
something that...

 ❏ is blue
 ❏ is round 
 ❏ has 4 sides
 ❏ is longer than a pencil 
 ❏ is shorter than a toothbrush
 ❏ has numbers on it
 ❏ can be used to eat food
 ❏ is smooth
 ❏ can be used to keep things together
 ❏ starts with the first letter of your name



Monday Schedule

Project 1: Scavenger Hunt/Toy for a Friend
Project 2: Go Fishing
morning session (1.5 hours)
Welcome Game: Name + Food that starts with the same letter, Name + Favorite Food, Name + Favorite Summer treat, etc.

Introduction to Game Time!  Show Game Time welcome video or act out storyline

Go through weekly supplies in box 
Go over  week long project: Introduce the Game Time Scavenger Hunt - we will be using our scavenger hunt list of items + our “Toy for a friend” 
hand out, to spend the week making a super awesome toy for our friends!

Introduce Project: Introduce Go Fishing, explain Step-by-steps and Work on Go Fishing

afternoon session – tinkering time (1 hour)
Finish Making: Work on Go Fishing + finish it up! Play!

Q+A: Any questions?

Preview of what is coming tomorrow: Popsicle Matching Game

Closing game: Roses and Thorns or Popsicles and Poopsicles to close out



go fishing game
play it!

want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

maker checklist 
dowel (pencil or chopstick) 

yarn or craft cord 

paper clips  

disc magnet  

adhesive craft foam  

color paper or cardstock 

pencil + scissors 

glue or tape

make the fishing rod:

wrap and tie the length of yarn 
around your dowel (fishing rod), letting 
about 12-24” hang loose at the end.

tie the magnet to the loose end. 

make the fish:

draw a school of fun fish shapes on 
adhesive craft foam (or paper). this will 
be one side of each fish. (you can use the 
stencils on next page!)

cut out your school of fish and trace 
each one so you have an exact copy. this 
will be the other side of each fish.

add a paper clip like a tongue, and 
stick it to the sticky part of the craft foam, 
or tape into place if using only paper. 

stick both sides of your fish together. 
now you have a school! see how many 
fish you can collect with your magnetic 
fishing rod. 





Tuesday Schedule

Project 1: Activity Dice
Project 2: Popsicle Matching Game
morning session (1.5 hours)
Welcome Game/Project 1 – Activity Dice: Bored in the house? Impossible when you make your very own activity dice! Directly in line with the 
goals and theme of the week, today, to break the ice, you will be making some activity dice! Get the CA/MPers to think about what activities they like to 
do when they are bored or playing with friends. Once they list out some of their favorite activities, have them work on their activity dice!

Scavenger Hunt/Toy for a Friend: Spend 5-10 minutes on finding 2 items from the scavenger hunt board and working on “Toy for a Friend”

Introduction to Project:  Popsicle Matching Game

Step by step: how to make the popsicle game pieces

Work time: work on Popsicle Matching Game

afternoon session – tinkering time (1 hour)
Finish Making: Finish up Popsicle Matching Game + play away!

Q+A: Any questions?

Preview of what is coming tomorrow: Box Top Maze

Announcement:  tomorrow is CJ PJ day! Wear your pajamas!

Closing game: Roses and Thorns or Popsicles and Poopsicles to close out



activity dice
roll it!

want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

maker checklist 

2 wood cubes 

sharpies or markers 

a spirit of silliness!

draw
draw different animals or 

creatures on each side of one die.

write
write different action words on 

each side of the other die.

play
roll and play!



popsicle matching
match it!

want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

maker checklist 

craft sticks 

white paper or cardstock 

colorful paper or cardstock 

glue or tape 

markers for drawing

create and color a set of pictures 
for your game. make sure to create 
matching *pairs* of drawings (that 
means 2 of each). you can print and 
use the template on the next page. 

cut out the pieces and tape or 
glue a craft stick to the back of each.

trace and cut out another set of 
popsicle shapes from colored paper, 
cardstock or corrugated paper. 

glue the colorful popsicle shapes 
to the back of each of your drawings, 
with the craft stick in the middle. turn them face down, 

scramble, and play!

draw 
here!

draw 
here!





Wednesday Schedule - Pajama Day!

Project: Box Top Maze
morning session (1.5 hours)
Welcome Game - Guess Who?!:  his is the ZOOM version of “Guess Who?” The concept is to play guess who but with all of the people on Zoom as 
your faces.
Encourage all of your CA/MPers to bring props, like hats, glasses and fake mustaches. Once all of your CA/MPers are dressed in their best disguises, you 
will need to write down everyone’s name on a sheet of paper and then the game begins. Have two CA/MPers play at a time and other people are the 
characters and get to observe the process. The players would need to write down one person in the room they are choosing to be their person. Then, the 
other player asks questions to narrow down who the other person chose. Ask questions like:
Is your person wearing a hat?
Does your person have blonde hair?
Does your person live in New York?
Is your person wearing glasses?
Keep guessing and narrow it down until you guess the right person!

Scavenger Hunt/Toy for a Friend: Spend 5-10 minutes on finding 2 items from the scavenger hunt board and working on “Toy for a Friend”

Introduction to Project:  Introduce Box Top Maze and explain Step by Step How Tos

Work time: work on box top maze

afternoon session – tinkering time (1 hour)
Finish Making: Finish Box Top Maze + Play away!

Q+A: Any questions?

Preview of what is coming tomorrow: Skater Rollies

Closing game: Roses and Thorns or Popsicles and Poopsicles to close out



box top maze
roll it!

maker checklist 

a good sturdy box top

paper straws

marble

tape, glue, colorful paper

scissors, hole punch, craft knife

these supplies are what we 
used, but take this project 

and make it your own with 
what you have on hand! 

plan out your maze, making sure 
that the pathways are wide enough for 
your marble!

trace it lightly in pencil, then cut the 
paper straws to the lengths, and tape or 
glue in place.

set up obstacles, traps or a points 
and scoring system.

want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun



Thursday Schedule

Project: Skater Rollies
morning session (1.5 hours)
Welcome Game - Are you smarter than a 5th Grader?:  Time to see how smart your CA/MPers are as a group! Your CA/MPers will work 
together to come up with the answers to some strange questions to see if they are collectively smarter than a 5th grader! By sharing your screen, you can 
connect to this website here for all of your questions and fun trivia facts!

Scavenger Hunt/Toy for a Friend: Spend 5-10 minutes on finding 2 items from the scavenger hunt board and working on “Toy for a Friend”

Introduction to Project:  Introduce Skater Rollies

Work time: Explain step-by-step how tos for Skater Rollies and work on them.

afternoon session – tinkering time (1 hour)
Finish Making: Finish up Skater Rollies and play! 

Q+A: Any questions?

Preview of what is coming tomorrow: Roll-A-Monster

Closing game: Roses and Thorns or Popsicles and Poopsicles to close out



design and cut out 
your figures.

bend the small loop of a paper clip up 
and tape your figure to the portion sticking up.

stand your figure on top of the paper plate 
 and place the magnet underneath.  

move the magnet around slowly 
under the plate to make your figure skate. 

skater rollies

want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

paper + markers + scissors 

paperclips + tape  

strong magnet 

plastic plate

move it!



Friday Schedule

Project: Roll-A-Monster
Museum Tour!
morning session (1.5 hours)
Welcome Game - Charades:  Every camper gets a chance to act out an animal or scenario while other campers guess what they are acting out.

Scavenger Hunt/Toy for a Friend: Spend 5-10 minutes on finding last 2 items from the scavenger hunt board and finish up “Toy for a Friend”

Introduction to Project:  Introduce Roll-A-Monster and step by step how tos.

Work time: Finish Up “Roll-A-Monster” + play away!

afternoon session – tinkering time (1 hour)
Museum Tour: Give all campers a chance to introduce the class to their superfun new games and toys and especially their unique Toy for a Friend!  
Give each camper 2-5 minutes to talk about their inspiration, how they created it, and leave time for other campers to give feedback or and questions to 
the presenter! 

Closing game: Roses and Thorns or Popsicles and Poopsicles to close out the week.



roll-a-monster
make it!

want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

maker checklist 

colorful craft felt 

scissors

paper + markers

pair of dice

cut a large, simple shape for the 
monster body.

cut all sorts of different smaller 
shapes for the eyes, arms, legs, teeth, 
hair, spots, tails, get creative!

design your monster mash up 
instructions. you should have a set of  
6 instructions if you are using 1 die, or  
12 instructions if you are using 2 dice. 
use our example, or create your own!

we used craft felt here, but you can also 
easily use construction paper

the randomizer 
rolling the die or dice is a way 
to randomize your game. it is 

designed to mix up how a game 
is played multiple times – or 

why you'll never end up with the 
same creature twice!

what’s 

happenin
g 

here?



game board
use ours or make your own!

want more DIY? follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun


